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9 Digital Tools to Help You Win in December
By Liz Murphy

1. Your Brain, Expertise and
Experience Are Your Best Tools!

Don’t start drafting your 2019 EOY digital plan
without doing this first:
• Gather all your performance and testing data
from last year and aggregate in a report or
presentation.
• Schedule a kickoff session with your teams,
and ground the discussion with last year’s
data and results. Document what worked,

what didn’t and why (if you know), and what
you want to do again. This is the start of your
plan.
• Outline this year’s donor, revenue, activation
and reactivation goals.
• Now, open up the floor to new ideas and
channels. Don’t forget to prioritize any new
channels, offers and audiences you had
success with from January to July of this year
that you want to add in the mix.
• Decide what you want to test and when,
and schedule tests so you have the data you
need to roll out and to benefit from to get the
biggest bang.
• Wrap it all up in a multichannel or digital
campaign plan and calendar. Create templated
schedules that you can easily update with
tools such as Smartsheet (smartsheet.com).
I know you’ll be tempted to start your
planning with a brainstorming session, but
don’t give in to the impulse without reviewing

‘‘

Schedule a kickoff
session with your
teams, and ground the
discussion with last
year’s data and results.
Document what worked,
what didn’t and why (if
you know), and what you
want to do again. This is
the start of your plan.

‘‘

Every July, one of my clients
places a small, artificial
Christmas tree on her desk.
This was her signal that it
was time to get cracking on
her end-of-year planning and
strategy. It’s time, folks! It
may be summer outside, but winter is coming.
I’ve gathered a few digital tools that can help
you plan, execute and win with your digital
end-of-year (EOY) campaigns.

Continued on page 10
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By John Bell
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Follow these eight levels to
get the best results for your
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1. CASS

Coding Accuracy Support System Certification
(CASS) improves address accuracy.
• Required by the United States Postal Service
for automation discounts, the CASS process
standardizes addresses, corrects ZIPs, and
applies carrier route, ZIP+4 and a Delivery
Point Barcode.

4 Reduced postage rates
4 Faster delivery
4 Less undeliverable mail
4 Less waste
4 Save on printing and mailing costs
4 Increased response rates

• Delivery Point Validation verifies the
existence of the address down to the
apartment or suite number.
• The Locatable Address Conversion System
changes rural-style addresses to city-style
addresses and corrects street names that have
changed.
Continued on page 16
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Plan Ahead for Year-End
By Marie Kosanovich
The holidays were pretty magical when I was young. Every single
room of our house was decorated for Christmas from shortly
after Thanksgiving until the middle of January, although the tree
wasn’t put up until Dec. 24. (My family celebrates Christmas on
Jan. 7, so it’s not as late as you think!)
The bookshelves in our living room were decorated with
dozens upon dozens of Christmas cards. Looking back, mom
approached her annual Christmas card campaign like any direct
response professional would. She planned on mailing her cards
a few days before Thanksgiving, knowing the time it would take to arrive “in home.”
Close family members usually received much nicer cards. One year she even crossstitched homemade cards for a few select relatives. She never typed a “family newsletter”
but would painstakingly write long personal notes on each and every card she sent.
“Why don’t you just sign your name, mom?” I asked. “Wouldn’t that be easier?” She
wisely told me that adding these personal touches lets people know you care about
them. “It’s even more important for me to write friends I haven’t spoken to in years,” she
said. “They want to know how I’m doing, and hopefully I’ll hear back from them to hear
how their family is doing as well.”
If you haven’t guessed, this is our annual year-end issue of DMAW Marketing AdVents.
Year-end! Really, we’re just now getting to summer as you read this! However, in our
industry, year-end is already here. By the time this issue arrives on your desk, strategy
memos for November and December campaigns are being written, copy is being
drafted, personal touches are being developed, art concepts are being created, price
estimates are sent and time is being reserved on multiple pieces of manufacturing
equipment. You might think this is like any other time of year, except everything is in
overdrive with the additional campaigns and higher volumes that we see at year-end.
The key to making sure your year-end plans go without a hitch is proper planning. It’s
never too early (or too late!) to start your year-end campaign strategy. Take the time to
think about all your campaigns from the donors’ perspectives. What does the cadence
look like from their points of view? Is there an adequate mix of cultivation as well as
solicitation?
Make sure you’re tapping into your partners’ resources, especially your own DMAW
network! It’s now when your DMAW Sourcebook is invaluable—listing potential partners
and other members who could provide advice or assistance—giving you that “been
there, done that” insight and wisdom.
Without a good plan, if there is a major hiccup, things could get chaotic. Having a
good, solid plan in place gives you the flexibility needed should something go awry—
because, as you know, things can and will go wrong.
Most importantly, remember what we tell our donors…the extra effort “you” put
in at the end of the year makes a difference in feeding the hungry, healing the sick,
advocating for civil rights, saving the earth and much, much more. And isn’t that what’s
really magical about the year-end holidays?
Best,
Marie Kosanovich
mkosanovich@lautmandc.com
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President’s Perspective

DMAW Executive Committee &
Board of Directors 2019
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“Change the World With Ideals!”
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What strategies should nonprofits use to ensure success this year-end?
Craig

Cathy

Jeff

By Karen Hopper

D

— Amy Graves Beaudoin
Chief Communications Officer/
Principal
ABG Creative
amygravesbeaudoincreative@
gmail.com

I

always say that yearend is the Super Bowl of
fundraising. You only get one
shot at it. So nonprofits need
to put in the time now to
plan for it.
Do the analysis, read past
results and evaluate tests.
Identify key segments and
figure out what the timing,
cadence and themes across
channels will be. And with
the shortage of paper, make
sure your vendors have
your volume estimates so
you don’t have unexpected
delays.
Every day from Oct. 1
through Dec. 31 is a critical
fundraising day.
Make sure you’re ready
with a solid fundraising plan.

— Craig DePole
President
Newport ONE
cdepole@newportone.com

T

he 2018 experience for so
many nonprofits reminds
us all of the importance of
integrated strategies.
Last year, we saw some
small declines or small
increases in clients’ year-end
direct mail programs. Online
programs were much more
volatile, caused, we believe,
by a combination of postelection donor fatigue and
stock market tumult at the
end of the year.
We can’t control the stock
market, the tweets of the
President or the decisions
of the Federal Reserve
Board, but we can and
should ensure that we are
maximizing all channels.
With so much riding on
year-end, organizations need
to double down on integrated
strategies, especially since,
as we found in our “2017
National Progressive Donor
Survey,” higher and higher
numbers of direct mail
donors are moving online,
and more and more folks are
going multichannel.

— Cathy Grams
Sr. Vice President
ABD Direct
cathy.grams@abdata.com

R

eview your results from
the past five years. Is
one campaign stronger in
October or November than in
December?
Dig into your donor data to
look for pockets of stronger
response. Check to make
sure your offer is clear and
simple. Put your account and
creative teams to work to
answer the question, “Why
should my charity’s request
for a donation make it to the
top of a donor’s mountain of
direct mail packages?”
When was the last time
you gave a gift through your
or your client’s donation
page? Was it as easy as you
think it should be? Take
the pulse of your donors.
Identify a few donors for a
tiny focus group. I’d suggest
varying financial levels of
donors who have given three
or more gifts in the past six
months. Show the donors
your upcoming campaigns,
and ask them for their
thoughts and suggestions.
Tailor special language for
donor-advised funds (DAF)
on your reply slip, and make
sure the free DAF widget is
embedded on your giving
page as well. Don’t be afraid
to ask for a gift multiple
times at the end of the year.

— Jeff Johnson
Senior Director
Inova Health Foundation
jeffrey.johnson@inova.org

Got a topic? Write to our editorial team at dmawadvents@dmaw.org

The problem with Giving
Tuesday, if you ask me,
is that it’s so close to the
end-of-year fundraising
frenzy. No sooner is it
over, then everyone in
our industry turns their
focus to the hectic December messaging
schedule. I say let’s move Giving Tuesday
to, like, mid-July. Sure, it probably won’t
perform as well without the backdrop of
Thanksgiving and the holiday spirit, but it
will make life so much easier for nonprofit
fundraisers, and isn’t that what it’s all
about?
Ha, of course that’s not what it’s
all about. But my firm, M+R, is all
about making life easier for nonprofit
fundraisers—helping them raise more
money to change the world. So we’ve
crunched some numbers and compiled
some thoughts to give you the lay of the
Giving Tuesday land and help you start
planning for this year’s
shenanigans.
First, Some
Numbers From
2018
We surveyed a couple
dozen nonprofits across
a variety of organization
sizes and issue areas
about their Giving
Tuesday strategies,
tactics and results. We
found some fascinating
trends around email,
overall revenue and use
of social media.
• On average,*
the nonprofits we
studied sent three
Giving Tuesday email
messages in 2018
(Figure 1), with the
more ambitious
among them sending
as many as six appeals.

And just as with the holiday season and
presidential elections, Giving Tuesday
creep is a thing—more and more groups
are starting their promotions (email, web
and social) early, with 58% of reporting

‘‘

of nonprofits (13 of 18) that sent two or
more emails on Giving Tuesday reported
that their final email, sent in the afternoon
or evening of Giving Tuesday, was the
highest performer of the whole set (in

The vast majority of nonprofits that sent two or more
emails on Giving Tuesday reported that their final email, sent
in the afternoon or evening of Giving Tuesday, was the highest
performer of the whole set.
organizations announcing their special
offers and matching gifts one or more
days before Tuesday.
Anecdotally, messages right at the
deadline performed best. The vast majority

terms of response rate, revenue or both).
What’s more, three out of the five groups
that sent a deadline extension message
on Wednesday reported that message
was the highest performing of the bunch.

s

o not underestimate
the role that paid social
media can play in driving
donor engagement and
donations at year-end.
A strategically positioned,
paid social media campaign
that complements traditional
year-end fundraising efforts
can—for a very modest
investment—significantly and
cost-effectively boost yearend giving in all channels.
By enabling nonprofits to
build very specific custom
audiences to target current
donors, as well as develop
look-alike audiences to
mirror existing ones, social
media allows nonprofits to
engage with donors and key
prospects as they make their
real-time, year-end giving
decisions!
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Giving Tuesday: The Pretty Good, the Rather
Great and the Kind of Awesome

‘‘
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Every month DMAW asks people in our industry for their ‘quick take’ on a topic

Amy
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Quick Takes

Data and Technology Outlook

Figure 1: Most organizations sent at least three appeals promoting Giving Tuesday.
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Year-End Fundraising

“But wait,” you might be thinking.
“Isn’t there a good chance that our
trusty, reliable end-of-year donors are

break it down.
First, a large but
mostly stable
chunk of EOY
donors simply
don’t come back
to give again
the following
year, whether to
Giving Tuesday
or at other points
in December.
(That’s the gray
bar in figure 2.)
The data also
shows that even
though Giving
Tuesday has
Figure 2: A good amount of EOY donors simply don’t come
seen a meteoric
back to give again the following year.
rise in the past
three years, the
proportion
of
donors
who
move from one
being swayed by shiny #GivingTuesday
bucket
(EOY
donor)
to
another
(Givingpromotions and abandoning us in our
Tuesday-only
donor)
is
staying
relatively
time of EOY need?”
steady...and tiny—2% to 3%. So no, lastThanks to detailed transaction data
chance, December-deadline donors are
from more than 50 organizations, we can
not turning into Giving Tuesday donors in
honestly say: Nope. That’s not true.
droves.
There’s a lot going on here, so let’s
Trends and Tips for 2019

Giving Tuesday continues to grow,
and we’re pretty sure 2019 will be
another banner year. Here’s our top five
recommendations to make the most of it!

‘‘
For more information contact: Bryan Lank: bryan@resource-one.us

resourceonefundraising.com
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‘‘

Congratulations to all the
2019 MAXI Award winners!
You make us all proud!

On Giving Tuesday,
Several nonprofits
recorded response rates
typically only seen during
emergencies or at the
end-of-year deadline email.
1. Facebook Fundraisers, yo! Take a
look at Figure 3 on page 7. November?
That’s Giving Tuesday $$$! Facebook is
a big promoter of Giving Tuesday and,
obviously, of Facebook Fundraisers. So
jump on it and invite your supporters to
participate.

* As with our annual
Benchmarks Study,
the average numbers
we refer to in this post
represent the median
figure among surveyed
nonprofits.

Figure 3: November brings in the most $$$ for Facebook Fundraisers.

2. Social media in general. Giving
Tuesday has become a highly social
activity, and that includes Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram. Now that
Instagram has donate buttons,
encouraging your ‘gram audience to
spread the word and increase giving is
easier than ever.
3. Keep it time-limited. Despite the
timeline creep we’ve seen lately, Giving
Tuesday is still just Tuesday. A little
promotion before is fine (especially
if you’re asking people to create
Facebook Fundraisers), but keeping your
promotions via email, web, social and ads
to the few days before and day of is the
best way to make the most of the event.
Then, of course, do the whole thing again
for Dec. 31.
4. Creative! Like *EVERYTHING,* Giving
Tuesday is crowded and competitive.
Standing out in the crowd—and also
differentiating your Giving Tuesday
campaign from your own year-end
efforts—calls for specific, relevant
and bold creative and offers. Special
matching gifts. Restricted campaigns. Fun
premiums. Crowdfunded projects. That
kind of thing!
5. Spend some money. Like end of
year, Giving Tuesday has become a time
when people are conditioned to give.
Social and traditional media are already
promoting it—which means putting
some additional dollars via specific
search and targeted advertising can

yield strong results. If you’re curious how
much organizations like yours spend on
advertising, you can find that in the M+R
Benchmarks Study!

As a data nerd with deep
hands-on digital marketing
experience, Karen is the senior
data strategist at M+R.
As her title would suggest,
she brings a data-driven
perspective to everything she
does, from testing to creative,
email to social media and
advertising to websites to
text messages. She’s spent the
past three years managing
M+R’s conversion optimization
program, relentlessly proving
best practices are actually best
practices through A/B testing.
When she isn’t messing around
with Optimizely and Google
Optimize, she plays a role on the M+R data team, where
she’s the in-house Google Analytics expert and helps
develop user personas to optimize supporter funnels.
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Apparently, the only thing better than a
last chance is another last chance.
• Email response rates were generally
strong on Giving Tuesday. Several
nonprofits recorded response rates
typically only seen during emergencies
or at the end-of-year deadline email
(0.15% to 0.26%). Remember, the
average response rate for a fundraising
email is 0.06%, according to the “2019
M+R Benchmarks Study.”
• On average, nonprofits increased
online Giving Tuesday revenue over
2017 totals. And while a handful of the
nonprofits we surveyed did see modest
decreases year over year, others saw
increases as large as 300%. Collectively,
the 25 groups we reviewed raised $10
million on and around Giving Tuesday—
not including revenue from emerging but
harder-to-track sources, such as SMS or
Facebook Fundraisers. Not a bad warmup
for the end-of-year main event.
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productionsolutions.com
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By Rachel Henzlik
Tried-and-true anchor
campaigns like year-end,
integrated e-renewals,
matching gifts,
anniversary campaigns,
membership month and
giving days can drive the
most revenue year after year.
At the “Perennial Favorites: Annual
Fundraising Campaigns, FTW!” DMAW
Lunch & Learn session last October,
attendees learned the best practices and
innovations to maximize these workhorse
campaigns. We’re revisiting many of these
tips and insights now as we move into the
strongest fundraising season.
Presenters Kerri Kerr, chief operating
officer at Avalon Consulting Group;

LOOKING FOR THE ANSWER TO
SMARTER MAILING?
postal logistics =
savings 2

You’ll get the best postal rate to save money, and all the tools
you need to better manage your direct mail campaigns. Now’s
the time to join the 500+ organizations that use our services to
mail smart!

MailSmart Logistics FREE services include:
n

MailTracker™

n

Job Scheduling

n

Return Mail Tracking

n

Full IMb Setup

Free Tutoring! Call Debbie Sylvester at 443.539.2645
or visit mailsmartlogistics.com
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a member of The Production Management Group, Ltd. family

Myles King, director of annual and digital
fundraising at The John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts (JFKC); and Laura
Connors, vice president of membership
at the National Parks Conservation
Association shared their insights.
Reminding us of the adage, “We are
not our audience,” Kerri noted that at
best, an organization may get in front of
its most committed supporters once a
week through any channel. Thus, when
implementing an anchor campaign,
organizations need to stick to best
practices: that the campaign is branded,
has a clearly defined goal and has a
deadline in order to drive urgency.
But aside from adhering to these
best practices, organizations should
innovate! Kerri referenced the National
Museum of the American Indian’s (NMAI)
recent e-renewal effort. Even though the
campaign had hit its fundraising goal
days before its deadline, NMAI decided to
increase the campaign goal.
NMAI realized that if the message was
resonating so well with donors, it should
take full advantage of that success and
see if it could turn that momentum into
even more donations. This became NMAI’s
highest-performing e-renewal series yet!

‘‘

Tried-and-true anchor campaigns like year-end, integrated
e-renewals, matching gifts, anniversary campaigns,
membership month and giving days can drive the most
revenue year after year. At the ‘Perennial Favorites:
Annual Fundraising Campaigns, FTW!’ DMAW Lunch & Learn
session last October, attendees learned the best practices
and innovations to maximize these workhorse campaigns.

‘‘

Perennial Favorites: Annual Fundraising
Campaigns, FTW!

Kerri also described Farm Sanctuary’s
first-ever Giving Day on Oct. 2, chosen
to coincide with World Farm Animals
Day, which raised more than double the
goal. Your organization’s very own giving
day can work best when built around a
preexisting milestone like an anniversary or
another meaningful day or week.
Laura described National Parks
Conservation Association’s efforts to
drive response in a competitive year-end
environment through a matching-gift
campaign. An urgent “today-only” triplematch offer was added to the campaign
to stand out from numerous year-end,
matching-gift offers, and a postcard-style
message was added near the end of the
email series to mix up formats.
Of great interest to me (a history
major!) was JFKC’s anniversary campaign,
celebrating President John F. Kennedy’s
100th birthday on May 29, 2017. Named
“JFKC: A Centennial Celebration of John
F. Kennedy,” this multichannel campaign
resulted in nearly $550,000 in gross revenue!
This campaign differed from past JFKC
fundraising efforts in that it was themed
around President Kennedy himself and
his support for the arts. By referencing
the popular president’s legacy and not
solely discussing performing arts (as had

been done in the past), JFKC was able to
diversify its audience and mail new lists
(such as museums and historical societies)
and harness elements of the President’s
image when branding the campaign (“35
Days of Giving” in honor of JFK being the
35th president).
On its website and through its emails,
JFKC also created a series of videos telling
the story of President Kennedy to engage
donors with the campaign. JFKC even
included major donors in select portions of
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Case Study: A closer Look at direct marketing campaigns in action

the email campaign, but before scheduling
those sends, JFKC “primed the pump” and
told these prospects of the upcoming
outreach.
This created a new avenue to engage
with major donors and kept JFKC on
their brains! From this discussion, we see
that a healthy mix of best practices, bold
innovations and teamwork really does
result in greater success!
Rachel Henzlik is a direct response specialist at AARP
Foundation. She can be reached at rhenzlik@aarp.org.
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Continued from page 1

last year’s and this year’s performance. It
will keep you grounded and focused.
2. Beat (or Learn From) Your
Competitors

Paid search can make or break your EOY.
Being competitive in the paid search
environment can yield amazing results.
SEMRush (semrush.com) and SpyFu
(spyfu.com) are two powerful SEM and
SEO research tools. They allow you to
look at how your competitors behave in
search, forecast your campaign costs, see
competing creative and dig into elements
of SEO as well.
Answerthepublic.com is a cool, free
tool that helps you create hundreds of
variations of keyphrase searches based
on real data. Save time and beat your
competition.
Get tips on how to optimize your
Google AdWords and Facebook
campaigns with free webinars from
Beaconfire RED at bfred.us/webinars.
3. Tracking and Measurement
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If you can’t measure it (or measure it
properly), you can’t improve it. Most
organizations use their eCRM source
coding to track revenue, but you should
also be using Google Analytics (GA) UTM
parameters.
These tracking parameters show you a
much bigger picture, such as what path
your users are taking before they give
(many donors land on a form or a page
and “travel” around before giving on a
non-campaign form) and how various
digital channels are
interacting with each
other to bring in
revenue.
GA offers a free
Campaign URL
Builder at ga-devtools.appspot.
com/campaign-urlbuilder/, so you can
track response not
only by campaign
and channel, but also
by custom fields,
such as ad creative
version, and more.
We recommend

using GA tracking parameters for all your
channels—email, advertising, direct mail
URLs and social, so you can see how other
channels are assisting and influencing
others. To streamline the process, you
can create (or have someone create
for you) a complete GA Campaign URL
Builder in Google sheets that automates
the creation of your tracking links. Below
is a picture of the one we built for our
internal marketing team. Plug and play!
If you’re looking to refine or update
your digital KPIs or measurement
strategy, I’m a huge fan of Avinash
Kaushik and his Occam’s Razor blog.
Here’s a great article he wrote about
how to create a digital marketing and
measurement model: bit.ly/2HJaaSY.
You have to test to improve response.
Start with Google’s free Optimize A/B Test
Tool (bit.ly/2Xbnepg).
Optimizely’s free A/B sample size
calculator (bit.ly/2Mr3pcH) will tell you
how long you may need to wait for your
results to be significant. Use this free test
significance calculator (abtestguide.com/
calc) to determine if your test result is
significant.

EOY is too fast-paced to have to pull a
report every day. Your marketers need
the data to optimize constantly, and you
need to be able to report results quickly
and on-demand.
Use Google Data Studio
(bit.ly/2Qxp01A), a free dashboarding
and data visualization tool, to create
easily shared and real-time dashboards
that pull in data from multiple sources:
your database, eCRM, GA, social
platforms, Google AdWords, Bing, other
advertising platforms, e-commerce
platforms and more.
You can build the dashboard with many
different reporting tabs corresponding to
each metric you want to report on. And
you can build in a place on each tab for
your actionable insights. It’s a marketer’s
dream.
Another important benefit of Google
Data Studio is that it allows you to
securely analyze data via connections
to data warehouses rather than
insecure downloads of data into offline
spreadsheets.
On page 11, you can see a page from a
sample client dashboard that Beaconfire
RED built in Data Studio.

5. The Right Message for the
Right Audience

7. Landing Page and Donation
Form Optimization

Our friends at EveryAction created this
easy-to-use donor persona spreadsheet
(bit.ly/30Y5TlQ) to build out individual
personas for all your various donor types
(sustainer, lapsed, one-time, tribute and
more). Do this exercise before your EOY
planning kickoff meeting, and ensure
you’re addressing all your donors’ needs.

If you’re building or testing anything
new, including a new donation form, be
sure to do cross-browser testing.
Older donors are often not using the
most recent browsers, and they are not
tech savvy enough to persevere if the
form isn’t working for them.

4. Testing

analyze the results by
audience type).
I hope this collection
of digital tools and
strategies helps you
plan the best EOY ever.
Best of luck.

6. Real-Time Dashboards

Use crossbrowsertesting.com or
browserstack.com to QA your pages. And
don’t forget Google is putting a premium
on how fast your pages load. Check your
page or form speed here: bit.ly/30Uy714.

dollar gifts below or at the lowest ask in
the string? Test a slightly higher string to
inch them up. You can test with specific
audiences (organic, PPC, major gifts,
direct mail) or multiple audiences (and
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9 Digital Tools

Liz is a partner and EVP of
marketing of Beaconfire RED,
a full-service digital agency
that provides smart digital
marketing, design and web
development solutions to
leading nonprofit organizations.
Liz is an integrated marketing
and fundraising expert with
in-depth knowledge of digital,
creative and fundraising
strategies and direct response
marketing. She helps clients
such as National Trust for
Historic Preservation, Habitat
for Humanity, BrightFocus
Foundation and others increase
their digital reach, engagement and revenue. She can be
reached at liz.murphy@beaconfire-red.com.

8. Audio Scripting

We’re writing more and more audio ads
here at Beaconfire RED. If you want to
test them for EOY, we found this free tool
to help us write scripts that are just the
right length: bit.ly/2Wz5rLM.
9. Optimize Your Donation
Form Ask Strings

This is more of a tactic than a tool, but
a very important one. July to October
is a great time to test gift amounts with
prospects, lapsed and donors.
Start with your donation forms. Begin with
the form that gets the most traffic and
revenue, and then move on to others.
Pull transaction data, and create a gift
distribution report—how many people
are giving X amount. Then, compare
those gift distribution amounts (e.g.
1,000 people gave a gift of $35) to
the actual gift string (suggested gift
amounts) on your donation form.
Make sure you do the analysis month
by month so you can account for the
seasonality of EOY and other seasonal
campaigns you might have.
Are you seeing a good number of gifts
higher than your ask string? Test a higher
amount. Is there a big cluster of lowMKT 2038 1/3 Program Ad Final.indd 1

5/24/19 2:46 PM
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Data Privacy

By Amy Sukol
Remember when…
heck, it may have been
yesterday...everyone
said, “Direct mail is
dead! Donors are only
going to give online!”?
It turns out, direct mail
hasn’t died. In fact, it remains one of the
most powerful fundraising tools we have.
But it is true that the explosion of the
internet—and the digital fundraising
tools that have accompanied it—has
given donors more ways to give and
changed our industry forever. Pandora’s
box of change has opened, and its
contents are coming out fast and furious.
If we hope to continue to help the
organizations we serve raise the funds
they need, we have to look to the future
(and the inevitable change that’s coming)

Sessions

Key Metrics 101:
Thu. 7/11, 11:15am–12:30pm
Testing for Impact:
Fri. 7/12, 11:15am–12:30pm

TM

by AVALON

Find out how you can get accurate
and actionable fundraising data at
www.avalonconsulting.net/merlin

with our eyes wide open. This seems like a
tall order to fill. But the truth is you don’t
need a crystal ball to get a sense of some
of the biggest changes or challenges that
are on the horizon.
The Long-Term Health of the
United States Postal Service

Earlier this year, the postmaster general
of the USPS testified before the House
Oversight and Reform Committee that
the USPS is on course to run out of cash
within five years.
That, of course, would be a fairly
catastrophic change for our industry—
not to mention our country.
We can hope that this crisis will be
averted, but we should also prepare for
the worst. There may be much bigger
changes in our future—think reduced
delivery to rural areas or elimination of
Saturday delivery.
The truth is, we don’t know what
changes need to made to save the USPS;
but we can be almost certain that change
is coming.
What can you do? Continue to diversify
the ways your donors can give, and stay
informed about postal issues through
organizations like the Alliance of Nonprofit

In the post-recession world when so
many organizations’ donor lists had
shrunk, we were hungry for names. Along
came modeled list products, and a whole
new world opened up to us. Through the
magic of data, we could find potential
donors to our causes in ways we never
thought possible. And that was just the
beginning.
Through Google, Facebook and the
incredible wealth of data that became
available to us, we could share our
message with potential donors in even
more targeted ways.
But in the wake of the 2016 presidential
elections and the bad actors and excesses
that emerged from it, we are now at
risk of losing the very data that we have
come to depend on. While increased data
privacy legislation started across the
Atlantic with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), it has already
made its way to our shores. California’s
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 has farreaching implications for direct response
fundraisers. And Georgia is working on
legislation of its own.
In an industry driven by data, this
new legislation can have far-reaching
effects on our ability to reach potential
donors. What can you do? First,
recognize the need to protect your
data and be proactive about using best
practice security standards. And, again,
stay informed, throw your support
behind industry organizations who are
advocating on behalf of our industry, and
take action when asked.
Changes in the Tax Code

A great deal of work from some of the
leading thinkers and organizations
in the nonprofit world has gone in to
predicting the impact of changes in the
tax code to charitable giving. As a result,
we’ve consistently lobbied to save the
charitable deduction.
Last year, however, the threat to taxadvantaged giving came from another
direction—the increase of the standard
deduction. In advance of this change, we
all wondered what the impact would be.

‘‘

In the post-recession world when so many organizations’
donor lists had shrunk, we were hungry for names. Along
came modeled list products, and a whole new world opened
up to us. Through the magic of data, we could find potential
donors to our causes in ways we never thought possible.
And that was just the beginning.

‘‘

The Only Constant is Change

MERLIN BY AVALON®:
QUENCHING YOUR
THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE
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Mailers. And when someone from our
industry asks you for help in reaching out
to your elected officials, do it!

It’s difficult to know what the impact
of the changes in the tax code were. But
of one thing I’m certain—it confused
people. Even tax accountants found it
difficult in 2018 to predict how much a
given taxpayer would owe on April 15.
A donor who is unsure how a charitable
donation is going to impact his or her
tax situation is less likely to give. So what
can we do? Stay informed about how tax
changes have impacted organizations,
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The Legislative and Regulatory Landscape

and continue to communicate with
donors about the impact they are having
in changing the world—in addition to the
tax implications of their gifts.
Amy Sukol takes pride in safeguarding and
stewarding the personal connection between
nonprofits and their donors. In her role as EVP at
Lautman Maska Neill & Company, Amy accomplishes
this by utilizing her two decades of experience in all
areas of the direct response fundraising process.

INSPIRING...
ENGAGEMENT

CURIOSITY

CREATIVITY

ADVOCACY

LOYALTY

Proudly Serving America’s
Leading Nonprofits
WASHINGTON, DC

1133 19TH STREET, NW

NEW ORLEANS, LA

STE 300

3111 ST CLAUDE AVENUE

WASHINGTON, DC 20036
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70117

202.467.0048

504.313.4012

www.obriengarrett.com
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By John Thompson
The lights in your
neighborhood twinkle
with holiday cheer. Soft
snowflakes drift down in
the chilly night sky and
settle on your eyelashes.
From somewhere, the
comforting aroma of a wood fire reaches
your nose…
Wait. It’s 95 degrees, the smog is thick,
and you’re sweating like a linebacker in
preseason training camp.
However, it’s never too soon to start
planning creative strategies for your yearend fundraising. Why is early planning so
important?
Because you have six short weeks—over
three major holidays—to capitalize on a
general public focus on philanthropy, with
a “hard stop” of Dec. 31. Because most
organizations recognize this as the year’s
most critical revenue season.
Because every other organization that
competes for your donors’ financial support
will be jamming mailboxes and screens
with appeals that command the attention
of your prospects and donors alike.
Turn up the air-conditioning, sip a cold
beverage, and read on. Here are eight tips
to jump-start your year-end fundraising.

14

Tip No. 1

(This may be the most important tip of all!)
View your year-end multichannel direct
response fundraising as a continuum
composed of individual campaigns. For
instance, Thanksgiving + Giving Tuesday +
December holiday + year-end. Obviously,
each organization uses its own variation of
these campaign topics.
From your donors’ points of view, this is
one continuous conversation. Therefore,
before moving on to tactics, consider the
voice, stories, offers and asks that your
donors will receive from you—in order
and in all channels—as one coordinated
stream of messages. These guided contacts
need to resonate in donors’ hearts and
demonstrate in donors’ heads the value
of their support and should consistently
impart your brand and purpose as you
make your appeals to them.
Tip No. 2

Establish a single strong subtheme across
all or most of your year-end campaigns,
such as a holiday wish list. Subsequent
campaigns cross items off that list—like
food for two families or a gift for a child—
as the campaigns progress. Subthemes
help tie various elements together to make

your voice sound consistent, even if the
channels, tactics, offers and timing change.
Alternatively…
Tip No. 3

Change the voices telling one campaign
story, repeated over a few months, but
with different points of view (POV). Think
of a doctor POV followed by a patient
POV, a nurse POV and a mom POV—all in
support of one story of healing and hope.
Tip No. 4

Instead of trying to get a gift, flip your
approach, and give a gift to donors in at
least one of the contacts in your year-end
cycle. It could be a gift of thanks, a gift
of praise, a video clip of a family saying
thank-you or singing a song to the donor.
De-emphasize or even eliminate the
appeal for a gift from the donor in this
instance. Use the spirit of the season
as a reason to strengthen your donor’s
relationship with you.
Tip No. 5

Just as holiday appeals may trigger
heartfelt giving, in contrast, your yearend tax-deductible gift appeals (with a
strident Dec. 31 deadline) should break out

Tip No. 6

Capitalize again on the spirit of the season
to reach qualified donors who have lapsed
13 months or more by phone, reminding
them how important their support is and
how much impact they could have during
the holiday season.
The holiday season is a great
opportunity to contact good donors who
have been silent for a while in a much
more intimate channel than direct mail or
email. This technique has met with eyepopping success as a reactivation tactic at
year-end.
Tip No. 7

Competition for space on social media
skyrockets around the holidays, not just
from increased nonprofit pushes, but from
retail and e-commerce as well. Purchase
social media placement earlier in the
season in order to take advantage of lower
costs-per-action during a less competitive
time frame, while also increasing brand
awareness before the really big pushes in
the final weeks of the year.
Tip No. 8

If December 2018 results were any
indication, nonprofits are, more than ever,
at the mercy of the stock market and
political issues. Starting your year-end
digital advertising campaigns in October
makes great sense financially as well as
strategically.
Spread your digital marketing and
advertising investment throughout
the entire fourth quarter to minimize
your revenue risk, rather than focusing
your spend on a limited run solely in
December.
It will have a direct impact on how
many ads you invest in, obviously, and
when you will deploy them. This, in
turn, will have a direct impact on your
integrated year-end online and offline
creative strategies. Most organizations
agree that success with year-end
fundraising, more often than not, predicts

‘‘

Capitalize again on the spirit of the season to reach
qualified DONORS WHO HAVE lapsed 13 MONTHS OR MORE by
phone, reminding them how important their support is
and how much impact they could have during the holiday
season.

‘‘

8 Quick Tips for Planning Your Creative Strategies
for Year-End Fundraising

from the ongoing conversation as a very
transactional and urgent message, without
the bells and whistles or even the stories
that drove your other year-end campaigns.
And yes, despite changes in tax laws,
donors still do respond to the year-end
deadline, though perhaps not in as large
numbers as in years past.

success for the year. Competition for share
of the donor’s wallet is fierce. Mailboxes
are full.
Demand drives channel and media costs
up. It’s a crowded competitive landscape,
all vying for attention in a compressed
period of time. For so many reasons, the
stakes are higher than ever.
That’s why it pays to start early. It also
pays to rethink traditional campaign
strategies that end up looking so much
like every other fundraising appeal in
the season. Challenge your teams to
take a fresh look at your year-end giving
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Out of the Trenches: Your direct marketing colleagues take a big-picture look at things

creative strategies, across all channels
and media. So finish up that cold
beverage, and get to work.
John Thompson is the chief creative officer at
TrueSense Marketing. He oversees creative strategy
and works closely with the TrueSense creative team to
find and cultivate the heroic hearts that will support
over 140 clients, across all channels. John and his
team focus on moving donors from transactional
interactions with their organizations of choice to
transformational relationships. John is a 40-year
veteran of direct response fundraising and creative
services, a seasoned agency executive, an active
industry participant and a thought leader in nonprofit
marketing. He can be reached at john.thompson@
truesense.com.

You’re on a mission.
We’ll help you get there.
At Lautman Maska Neill & Company,
we create fully-integrated, customized
solutions to help you find, cultivate,
and keep committed donors.
Ours is a unique way of partnering
with extraordinary nonprofits to help
them fulfill their missions.

Contact us to learn
how we can help your
fundraising program soar.

202.296.9660
lautmandc.com
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• Delivery Sequence File measures the
deliverability of a mail piece and identifies
if an address is seasonal, vacant, business
or residential. It is a separate process apart
from CASS that also improves address
accuracy.
2. NCOA

3. PCOA

Proprietary Change of Address (PCOA)
finds people who move who don’t file a
change of address notice with the USPS.
As noted above, 14% of the U.S. population moves every year, yet 40% of them
do not report their address change to the
USPS, and this percentage is expected to
increase.
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from future mailings, immediately do so.
In acquisition, since the family has no
prior relationship with your organization,
records flagged as deceased are less
likely to be productive and are typically
cleansed from the list.
5. Prison Suppression

4. Deceased Records
Processing

Determine what makes sense for your
organization and specific mailings.

‘‘

Donor file dedupe
identifies duplicate and
potential duplicate records
that can be consolidated or
treated in the manner best
determined by your
organization. Factors include
Individual and Household
(different names at the same
residential address) levels
and the match criteria you
choose, which can allow for
few, slight or many variations
on a record. Your service
provider can advise you on the
best approach for your
campaign or program.

Periodically match your file against one
or more databases that contain reported
deceased records. Consider keeping these
names on your house list or testing their
performance.
Mailings to deceased individuals
often have strong response rates, as the
surviving spouse may want to continue
contributing to the organizations the
couple had supported together, or
perhaps the record was incorrectly
flagged as deceased. Of course if a family
member has contacted your organization
asking to remove the deceased person

Unlikely to become donors or customers,
individuals with jail or prison addresses
are typically omitted from mailings.
6. DMAchoice Do Not Mail
Preference (Pander) File

People who have directed the Direct
Marketing Association (now part of the
Association of National Advertisers) to
remove their names from direct mail
lists should be omitted from acquisition
mailings. However, people on your house
file have expressed an interest in your
organization at some point, so continue
to mail to them unless they specifically
request to be removed from your list.
7. Profanity Suppression

Screens out addresses containing
inappropriate words or phrases.
Disgruntled people may submit an
offensive name or address to an
organization list to upset a recipient.
Seek out a service provider that offers a
continuously updated data file designed
to flag profanity and buzzwords.
8. Donor File Dedupe

Identifies duplicate and potential
duplicate records that can be consolidated
or treated in the manner best determined
by your organization. Factors include
individual and household (different names
at the same residential address) levels and
the match criteria you choose, which can
allow for few, slight or many variations
on a record. Your service provider can
advise you on the best approach for your
campaign or program.
A thorough, customized data hygiene
program will provide the clean and
accurate data you need to reach new
levels of campaign performance. Get
started now with your next mailing
project!
John Bell is vice president of sales for MMI Direct, a pioneer
in data hygiene and data processing for over 45 years,
specializing in precise, innovative and customized data
solutions for its clients. Learn more at mmidirect.com, or
reach John at john@mmidirect.com.
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l The United States
Postal Service has
been financially
st r u g g l i n g , w i t h a
re p o r te d f i n a n c i a l
loss for the 12th year
straight in 2018. Net
l o s s e s we n t f ro m
$2.7 billion in 2017
to nearly $4 billion
in 2018, according to
Thomas Publishing
Company. In the first
quarter of fiscal year
2019, USPS reported a loss of $1.5
billion. Since then, USPS has been
working on solutions to address the
growing economic challenges. In
April, U.S. Postmaster General Megan
Brennan proposed to reduce mail
delivery from six days to five days
a week while expanding package
delivery services to seven days.
While Brennan expressed the many
benefits of the proposal, Congress
and the Postal Workers Union
opposed the reduction of delivery
days. However, the price of stamps is
set to rise by $0.05, and mail services
are set to rise by an average of 2.5%.
The increase is expected to create
an additional $1.7 billion in revenue,
according to Joseph Corbett, chief
financial officer and EVP of USPS.
l North American Communications
(NAC), a printing, mailing and
fulfillment operation, suddenly
closed its headquarters in
D u n c a n sv i l l e, Pe n n sy l va n i a , o n
May 20, according to Printing
Impressions. The close resulted in
201 employees losing their jobs. In an
interview with Printing Impressions,
NAC president Rob Herman and CEO
Nick Robinson said there were two

mitigating factors
that led to the close.
First, NAC closed
i t s l a rg e r J u a rez ,
Mexico, cross-border
direct mail and
fulfillment operation,
which employed
about 650 workers.
Second, NAC was
u n a b l e t o s e c u re
outside financing
due to lawsuits and
countersuits that
remain in the U.S. District Court of
Johnstown, Pennsylvania. “While
we did everything in our power to
mitigate the negative impact of
these and other events, in the end, we
simply ran out of options,” Robinson
said in the interview. “This was to be
the 40th year of business for NAC,
which makes our circumstances and
this announcement all the more
disheartening.”
Photo: iStock/Getty Images

National Change of Address (NCOA) keeps
your direct mail list up to date with the
14% of Americans who move each year.
• Also required by the USPS for automation
discounts, your mailing addresses must be
updated with NCOALink within 95 days of
the mail date.
• Beginning in 2018, the USPS began
using a new Move Update validation
process, which allows it to better
identify and penalize mailers that do
not practice proper data hygiene. Mail
pieces are scanned, and each mailing’s
compliance scores are maintained on
a Mailer Scorecard. These results are
aggregated across the calendar month
and are measured against the established
thresholds. Any Change of Address errors
exceeding the threshold, which is an error
rate of 0.5%, will be fined a Move Update
assessment fee.
• NCOALink provides weekly updates to
individual, family and business moves,
including temporary moves, and identifies
undeliverable addresses. Full Service
Providers (FSP) use a 48-month dataset,
featuring 160 million changes of address.
Limited Service Providers use an 18-month
dataset featuring 60 million changes
of address. Both services perform the
necessary address cleansing to ensure
that mailings will be eligible for postage
automation discounts and that individual
mail pieces will be much more likely to
reach their desired targets. Since FSP goes
back four years, it’s advantageous to use
this service on files long neglected in
terms of address hygiene.

Most people, however, do inform their
utility providers, subscription services and
favorite catalog companies. PCOA uses
these sources to extend the reach of NCOA
by about 3%. This service is not required
by the USPS but can significantly improve
deliverability to the right person.

‘‘

Continued from page 1
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8 Levels of Data Hygiene

l PebblePost, a digital-to-direct mail
marketing platform, has appointed
Jacob Ross as president, according
to a press release. Ross will report
to Lewis Gersh, the company’s CEO,
and will help lead the company into
its next phase of growth. Previously,
Ross served as chief product officer
of MediaMath, chief revenue officer
at MetaMarkets, managing director
of Criteo, among other leadership
positions at Demand Media and
Right Media. “PebblePost invented
Programmatic Direct Mail, and
we’ve had tremendous success
with our innovative brand clients.
I’m thrilled Jacob has joined this
adventure; he will play a pivotal role
in helping our company scale and
grow,” Gersh said.

Is something exciting
happening in your company
or organization?

Tell us about it!
Email the editor, Nhu Te,
at dmawadvents@dmaw.org
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Internships Offer ROI for Students and Employers
By Leigh Ann Doyle
I had two internships—
one while I was in
college and another just
after graduating. The
first was full of learning
opportunities; I gained
valuable work skills, and
it gave me the chance to figure out what
things were important for me to look
for in a job. The second allowed me to
experience—firsthand—what it was like
to work at a vibrant direct-response firm; I
am still employed many years later doing
work that I love!
Internships are not a new concept,
but their importance for our industry is
growing. And not just because students
want to be prepared to enter their chosen
fields when they graduate, but also

because it’s a great way for employers to
find good talent.
Many companies hire interns for the
summer, but spring and fall semester
internships are invaluable to students.
Students often need internships to fulfill
university graduation requirements, to
gain work experience and to learn more
about the field they want to pursue as a
career. Companies interested in helping
students achieve success in their future
careers can also reap the benefits.
Sunny Matani, senior account
representative and intern coordinator at
CCAH, believes that internships are no
longer just an option, but a necessity for
both students and businesses.
“With college degrees becoming
more and more prevalent each year, it’s
absolutely critical for students to find
a way to stand out when applying for
jobs. And the best way to do that is to
have actual hands-on experience in the
area they want to work. Internships give
students an edge in their job search while
allowing employers to build a pipeline of
trained job candidates,” Sunny said.
Students who work as interns gain reallife job experience that companies look
for in new hires while also getting the
chance to learn more about a company
and the type of work available. By offering
internships, companies effectively have
the opportunity to market their “brand” to
young professionals.
Sunny believes that companies should
treat every intern who walks through their
doors as a future employee. In some ways,

an internship is an extended interview,
through which a student can learn about
the company, and the company can
evaluate the student’s potential. Anyone
can look good on paper, but nothing
compares to having the chance to see how
a person actually handles the day-to-day
aspects of his or her work.
There are other benefits that interns
bring to a company. In working with
interns over the years, Sunny has observed
that they bring much-needed energy and
ideas. “These kids are driven, passionate
and hungry for personal and professional
success.” Seeing students with such
passion and a desire to learn is inspiring
for companies.
Just as students benefit from the
mentoring and hands-on work experience,
companies also benefit from the new
perspectives that interns often bring.
Internships are more than career
starters for up-and-coming grads; their
benefits are often felt over the long haul.
When students are given the chance
to apply what they are learning in the
classroom, it helps prepare them for
success. The National Association of
Colleges and Employers reports that
students who completed at least one
internship in college report higher levels
of satisfaction with their overall career
outcomes.
It’s a win-win!
Leigh Ann Doyle is an account manager at PMG, managing
direct mail production for several nonprofit fundraising
programs. She serves on the board of the DMAW/EF. She
can be reached at leighann.doyle@pmgdirect.net.

Member Spotlight
PK Drago lives in the Trinidad
neighborhood of Washington, D.C.,
with two roommates who she has
been friends with since college. She
made her way into direct marketing
through her organization at the
time, volunteering to help on
smaller projects that led to bigger
projects, new responsibilities and
eventually a full-time marketing
position.
The direct marketing field
allowed her to be creative and
analytical to support organizations
that are making a difference and
find better ways to connect with
people. It also doesn’t hurt that
she works with people who are
passionate about what they do.
Location: Washington, D.C

other people working in direct
marketing will help you find the
right path to achieve your goals.

PK Drago
Account Executive
Lautman Maska Neill & Company
pkdrago@lautmandc.com

Education: The George Washington
University, B.A. in International Affairs
DMAW Member Since: 2018
Who do you consider your mentors?
Throughout my career, I’ve been lucky to work with some incredible
colleagues, managers and teams. Among them, Laura Zylstra,
Heather Phibbs and Susanne Slater stand out for their support and
encouragement, for challenging me and for leading by example.
What advice would you offer a novice who wants to move up in
direct marketing?
I’m sure you’ve heard this answer countless times before, but it’s
still true, so I’ll risk sounding unoriginal: Connect with other people
in the industry, whether that’s through groups like DMAW, happy
hours, training or online communities. Even people who are eager to
learn and ready to put in the work don’t always know where to start.
Sharing experiences, exchanging ideas and learning more about

PK’s Favorites
Restaurants Ghibellina, Ted’s Bulletin, Iron
Gate

What is the most helpful step
you took to advance your direct
marketing career?
I talked to leaders in the field—
networking, it works! When I
started thinking about a transition
from a broader development role
at a nonprofit (that included direct
marketing) to a full-time direct
marketing role on the agency side,
I asked a lot of people about their
career paths, their experiences,
their day-to-day responsibilities
and the challenges they faced. The
insight and advice they shared
inspired me to make the switch
and helped me understand how to
frame my skills and experience for
the new positions I was pursuing.
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Tell us about your experiences with DMAW.
Volunteering is an important part of my life. I currently work with
Planned Parenthood, Red Cross and RISSE—an organization based
in Upstate New York that provides support services to refugees and
immigrants. I’m fairly new to DMAW and the agency scene, so my
experience has been limited; but I recently attended DM201 here in
Washington, D.C., and shared my experience on the DMAW blog. As a
total joiner, I’m looking forward to every opportunity to stay involved!
Describe yourself in three words.
Curious, flexible, creative
Describe your life in six words.
While more aspirational than accurate (and yes, more than six
words), I’m partial to Martha Stewart’s high school yearbook quote:
“I do what I please, and I do it with ease.”

Music Everything from pop hits to music
your grandpa loves, especially Fleetwood
Mac. Lately, it’s been Jenny Lewis, Haim,
Robyn and Lizzo.

Did You Know?

Films “Moonstruck” and “Jurassic Park”

The DMAW/EF, a separate nonprofit
organization from DMAW, relies
heavily on contributions from DMAW
members to fund its work.

Leisure Interests Yoga, hiking, quilting,
crosswords and eating my way through
The New York Times cooking section.

Books Too many to name, but I’m currently
reading Carl Sagan’s “Contact,” and I just finished Margaret Atwood’s “The Penelopiad.”

Quote “Not today, Satan.” — Bianca del Rio

Please donate today!
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